Young rockers unite.

Safe, lightweight and sized for kids, the JBL JR300 headphones are specially crafted to bring legendary JBL sound and fun to even the youngest music enthusiasts. Designed with a volume limit below 85dB to ensure that the headphones are safe to use. Kids listen in comfort with custom designed soft padded headband and ear cushions for a feathery fit. Kids will also have fun customizing the headphones with the available stickers.

Features
- JBL Safe Sound (<85dB)
- Designed for kids
- Comfort fit
- Ultra-portable
- Make it yours – Stickers set
What's in the box:
1 pair of JR300 headphones
Warranty card
Warning card

Technical specifications:
- Dynamic driver: 32mm
- Frequency response: 20Hz – 20kHz
- Plug: 3.5mm audio jack
- Cable length: 1.0m flat cable
- Weight: 108g

Features and Benefits

JBL Safe Sound (<85dB)
JBL legendary sound designed to always limit the volume below 85dB making them safe for even the youngest music fans.

Designed for kids
Custom designed ear cushions and headband with cool colors.

Comfort fit
Soft padded headband and ear cushions for feathery fit.

Ultra-portable
Compact, foldable design and single-side flat cable combined to make music highly portable.

Make it yours – Stickers set
Kids can personalize the headphones with the stickers set in the box.